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Abstract

So�ware security is an ever growing subject that is ge�ing more important as we
implement more so�ware into our daily lives. We want to protect our personal
information and keep our privacy intact. Since our so�ware systems are ge�ing
more complex as well, so�ware developers need support in the form of tools that
can help them to keep the so�ware free from vulnerabilities. �ere are many
such tools available but the focus of this study is investigating the performance
of the fairly new Roslyn analyzers for security that can be embedded into Visual
Studio.

Since Roslyn analyzers for security are, in the time of writing (June 2019), not
subject in any released studies the goal is to lay a foundation for future work
regarding these types of tools. �erefore three Roslyn analyzers for security are
being compared, on source code in the C# programming language provided by
the SAMATE project, both with each other but also against classic static analysis
tools.

Four vulnerability categories from the SAMATE test suite for C# are used to in-
vestigate the analyzers, namely OS command injection (CWE-078), SQL Injection
(CWE-089), XML Injection (CWE-091) and Cryptography algorithms (CWE-327).

�e performance of the analyzers is measured with the metrics recall, precision
and F-measure which are commonly used in other similar studies and makes it
possible to compare the results obtained within this study with the results of
other studies within the �eld.

�e results of this study are inconclusive as the scope chosen turns out to be
to narrow. Two of the analyzers are not generating warnings for two or more
of the vulnerability categories which makes it impossible to compare them with
each other in a reasonable fashion. Even comparing the analyzers with classic
static analysis tools is obsolete since there is only one representative from the
Roslyn analyzers which does not say much about the general performance of
these analyzers.

�e study reveals the necessity of a more complete and controlled test suite to
evaluate security tools on source code wri�en in C#.
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1 Introduction

Since the beginning of the digital age, the world has seen an increase in so�ware embedded
systems. �e so�ware has become a huge part of our everyday lives and is present in many
objects, from simple ones like automatic doors to more complex objects like Smartphones or
cars. As the amount of so�ware in our lives increases so does the importance of so�ware
security. Products with embedded so�ware should be secure and our personal information
should be safe from ineligible access, as should our devices. One thing that can help so�-
ware developers to facilitate this is the implementation of security code reviews into their
development cycle according to Howard[1], as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Representation of the security development cycle.

�ese reviews can be done manually by a group of developers, or with the help of source
code analysis tools, or a combination of these two. A study on manual code reviews made
by Edmundson et al.[2] shows that no subject in their study could manually identify all vul-
nerabilities in the code, it also does not indicate a higher success rate measured in accuracy
or e�ectiveness if the subject has more programming experience. �e result suggests that
manual code review is inadequate in �nding all �aws on its own. To complement or replace
manual code reviews and help developers in keeping their so�ware secure, di�erent source
code analysis tools, with a variety of ways to analyze, have found their way into so�ware
development. In his study on source code analysis Binkley[3] divided these tools into two
categories, static- and dynamic analysis tools. In this study, the focus is on the former type of
tools, namely, static analysis tool (SAT) for so�ware security.

Static application security testing (SAST) is according to Brucker and Deuster[4] a static
method that analyses source code without executing the code to �nd security vulnerabilities.
�e range of detected vulnerabilities depends on the internal design of the tool and hence the
performance measured in detected vulnerabilities varies between di�erent tools.

1.1 Purpose and Research�estions

�e aim of this study is to give developers interested in Roslyn analyzers for security mapping
of the current state of these analyzers. To give a mapping of the state the goal is broken up
into three segments I consider important. Firstly, this study evaluates the performance of
Roslyn analyzers for security and creates a starting ground for future studies regarding them.
�e metrics used to evaluate the performance are precision, recall, and f-measure, which are
described in more detail in section 3.4. �e analyzers are then compared with each other.
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�is is important since no bench markings of Roslyn analyzers for security have been made
in the time of writing this paper (May 2019). Secondly, since there are no earlier studies
made speci�cally for Roslyn analyzers for security it is important to see how the analyzers
compare to similar tools. �e Roslyn analyzers functionality is like an extended static analysis
tool that provides live coding feedback and support added to the standard analysis. Since the
Roslyn analyzers are essentially static analysis tools for Visual Studio I decided to compare
the analyzers against classic static analysis tools from previous works within the �eld. �e
third important aspect for the mapping of the current state of Roslyn analyzers for security is
to evaluate the C# source code that would be used to evaluate the analyzers. �is evaluation
is to be very general, shallow and more informative but important since it can play a role
in further studies within this subject. �ese three segments result in two research questions
being the focus of this study.

• Are Roslyn analyzers with lower popularity equivalent in terms of F-measure to those
with higher popularity?

• How do Roslyn analyzers compare to classic static analysis tools when regarding their
F-Measure?

1.2 Delimiters

�is study only considers three Roslyn analyzers with a varying amount of users that are
purposely spread across a range of popularity measured in total downloads to collect results
from analyzers with di�erent popularity. �ere are additional Roslyn analyzers for security,
some of them with a higher popularity than two of the chosen analyzers, that are not covered
in the scope of this study. No open source project is used to evaluate the Roslyn analyzers since
it requires an extensive amount of work to prepare the code and categorize all vulnerabilities
within the code. Instead, the only C# test suite, C# Vulnerability Test Suite, available at the
So�ware Assurance Metrics And Tool Evaluation (SAMATE) homepage is used to evaluate the
Roslyn analyzers. Since some of the categories of the test suite only have one vulnerability �le
they are removed from the scope of this study, resulting in only four vulnerability categories
used to evaluate the performance of the chosen analyzers.

2 Related Work

Since so�ware security is a major subject a lot of studies have been made in this �eld and as a
consequence the sources have to be narrowed down. �ree criteria are used to de�ne relevant
studies. Firstly the studies can be no older than six years because of the fast changes within the
so�ware industry. Secondly the studies have to include available static analysis tools that are
available to the public and the studies can not have changed se�ings for the tool. �is criterion
is set because the analyzers in this study are meant to be tested with their default se�ings.
�e comparison between static analysis tools and Roslyn analyzers would be misleading if
default se�ings would be compared with improved se�ings. �e third criteria is that the tools
in the studies have to be tested against source code within the So�ware Assurance Reference
Dataset(SARD) provided by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)[5, 6].
With this de�nition of relevance �ve studies matching the criteria can be found and these
studies are presented in descending chronological order of appearance.

�e NIST released their ��h Static Analysis Tool Exposition (SATE) report in 2018[7, 8].
In their report they evaluated 17 static analysis tools against 5 open source programs and
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they made the report available for download on their site. �eir main goal was to propose a
methodology and metrics for the assessment of static analysis tools e�ectiveness. �e tools
that were investigated are wri�en in the programming languages C/C++, Java and PHP and
tested on di�erent test suits and open source code programs from their own SARD. NIST
found a performance di�erence between tools of the same type and that the e�ectiveness
varied depending on which source code was analyzed.

In a conference paper wri�en by Albreiki and Mahmoud[9] three static analysis tools were
compared against a set of nine vulnerabilities in Java and .NET. �ey used simple metrics in
the form of missed and detected weaknesses but were able to �nd di�erences in measured
performance. Even though the testing and metrics were not as extensive, their results can be
used as a further indicator that tools perform di�erently on the same source code.

Wagner and Sametinger[10] used the Juliet Test Suite provided by NIST to evaluate �ve gen-
eral purpose scanners. �ese tools are static analysis tools that have not been designed to
speci�cally target vulnerabilities, which might lead to a lower performance when compared
to designated static analysis tools for security. Instead the main purpose of the scanners was
identifying bad programming habits or violation of programming guidelines. �e source code
tested was wri�en in C/C++ and Java and the scanners found less then half of the vulnera-
bilities tested. One scanner signi�cantly improved its result a�er enabling a security rule set.
Even though this study might not seem directly relevant it provides another lower barrier for
measured performance when evaluating the Roslyn analyzers for security performance.

In a study made by Dı́az and Bermejo[11] nine static analysis tools were tested and this is one
of the more extensive studies that has been made. Most of the tools evaluated were commer-
cial which di�erentiates their study from other studies where the focus o�en fell on free open
source tools. �ey found that none of the evaluated tools identi�ed all of the vulnerabilities
that where included in the test suites. As in other related studies the performance of the tested
tools varied.

Goseva-Popstojanova and Perhinschi[12] evaluated three static analysis tools for the lan-
guages C/C++ and java source code within the Juliet Test Suite. In their results they did
not �nd any statistically signi�cant di�erence in performance of the tested tools which might
be due to the fact that they evaluated the three most commonly used commercial tools. �ey
also found that static analysis tools performed rather poorly which suggests that it is not
possible to solely rely on static analysis tools alone.

No related work evaluating Roslyn analyzers for security can be found within related work
and it is therefore important to evaluate Roslyn analyzers not only against themselves but also
against other static analysis tools to get a good reference. �e results of the studies presented
above can be used for the comparison and as they all di�er a li�le, provide individual material
for discussion. In summary there are a few observations that stand out and will be using them
as a base for decisions within this comparative study of Roslyn analyzers for security. Even
though the de�nition of performance di�ers and the metrics used to analyse the data are not
identical between studies, there is a strong suggestion that static analysis tools can di�er in
their e�ectiveness which is expected to hold true for Roslyn analyzers as well. A reoccurring
metric used to measure performance is the F-measure or F-score that takes false positives
into account when comparing tools and is therefore identi�ed as a good measure to be able
to compare Roslyn analyzers with each other and with classic static analysis tools. Goseva-
Popstojanova and Perhinschi did not �nd di�erences in performance between the tools in
their study but they only included three tools which coincidentally might be equivalent in
performance. It is therefore important to not only focus on the three most popular tools
but rather include a wider popularity range if the number of tools being evaluated is small.
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Furthermore it is notable that the tested source code within the test suites are restricted to the
programming languages C/C++ and Java. �is does not come as a surprise since the SARD
mainly contains source code for these languages. �erefore it seems reasonable to try to
investigate tools for other programming languages as well, such as C#.

3 �eoretical Background

Analysis performed on source code previous run-time is known as static code analysis as op-
posed to dynamic analysis which analyses the functionality of a program at run-time. Static
code analysis is usually a part of a code reviewing process that is carried out at the imple-
mentation phase of a Security Development Lifecycle (SDL). When working with static code
analysis it is reasonable to initially look at it from a broader perspective. �e works of Turing,
Church, Rice, and Gödel[13][14][15] state that it is possible to prove that �nding all possible
run-time errors in an arbitrary program is undecidable. In the case of static code analysis, this
means that no analysis can conclude if there is or is not a �aw within the source code. �ere-
fore static source code analysis can, at most, provide useful approximate solutions in �nding
security vulnerabilities. While static code analysis can be used to �nd security vulnerabili-
ties within source code it is not the only area of application. Other areas of use range from
compiler level checks for logical errors, to syntactical enforcement, to complexity analysis.
�e analysis can be carried out in two ways, manually, within code reviews, or automated
with the help of static analysis tools. According to Gomes[16] manual reviewing is a time
consuming and costly practice, so static analysis tools compare favorably against them. �e
automated tests made by the tools are faster and can, therefore, be run more frequent. Addi-
tionally, their usage requires a lesser level of expertise than a human auditor needs to analyze
the source code. When considering source code security the goal of both the automated and
manual would be to �nd as many vulnerabilities as possible.

3.1 CommonWeakness Enumeration

�e Common Weakness Enumeration CWE[17] is a list of so�ware weakness types developed
by the public community. In may 2019 the list had a total of 806 so�ware weaknesses. �e
CWE provides a common language for discussing security �aws within the source code, it
allows so�ware security tool providers to make claims on what type of vulnerabilities their
tool protects against and it allows customers to choose tools with the right coverage for their
needs. Flaws are categorized and given a weakness ID, the format of the �aws identi�cation
system becomes CWE-ID and makes it easy to identify �aws and talk or reason about them.
�e CWE homepage also supplies additional information on each vulnerability such as a de-
scription, common consequences, and likelihood of exploitation. �is information is valuable
because there are no currently available systems to describe the coverage and capabilities of
the di�erent tools, making it di�cult to decide which tool best meets the requirements of a
speci�c job. �e CWE is commonly used in regards to system security and therefore has to
be brought up if someone tries to reason about vulnerabilities or tools for so�ware security.
In this study, four of those vulnerabilities are regarded and require further explanation.

Operating System (OS) command injection (CWE-078) is a vulnerability regarding the input
of OS commands where harmful input has not been properly neutralized. �is vulnerability
allows a�ackers to execute dangerous commands directly on the operating system by manipu-
lating the input. A common manipulation is the concatenation of a command separator which
allows the a�acker to add arbitrary harmful commands to the input that are then executed. To
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prevent this from happening the user input should be checked for improper symbols and then
either neutralize those symbols or rejected the input altogether. �e Open Web Application
Security Project[18] (OWASP) features the OWASP Top Ten Project that regularly presents
a list with a broad consensus about the most critical security risks to web applications and
CWE-078 has been listed there frequently. �is means that there is a high likelihood for this
exploration to occur.

Structured �ery Language (SQL) Injection (CWE-089) is another vulnerability where at-
tackers modify user input. Without su�cient removal or �ltering of SQL syntax in the user
inputs, the SQL query can cause those inputs to be interpreted as SQL instead of ordinary
user data. �is can be used to manipulate query logic to bypass security checks or insert
additional statements that modify the database, possibly including the execution of system
commands. SQL injection has become a common issue with database-driven web sites and
shows up frequently in the OWASP Top Ten.

Extensible Markup Language (XML) Injection (CWE-091) is similar to the OS Command In-
jection. Special characters used in XML are not properly neutralized which allows a�ackers to
add new data or modify XML syntax. �e recommended strategy to avoid this type of a�ack
is the ”accept known good” input validation where only correct input is to be allowed and
everything else is disregarded. Even this vulnerability shows up frequently in the OWASP
Top Ten.

Cryptography algorithms (CWE-327) that are outdated, and through that either broken or
too risky to use fall under this type of vulnerability. �e a�acker may be able to break the
algorithm and compromise whatever data has been protected which could lead to the exposure
of sensitive information. To avoid this from happening standard cryptographic algorithms
known to be safe should be used by developers to protect sensitive information. Even this
vulnerability is featured frequently in the OWASP Top Ten and indicates that the likelihood
of exploitation is high.

3.2 How Static Code Analysis Tools Work

Static analysis tools prepare the analysis of source code by creating a model. �is model can
then be queried in various ways to generate a report including the found defects. �e model
can be made up of a set of representations, such as a program call graph[19], control �ow
graphs[20], symbol tables[21] and abstract syntax trees[22]. �e queries used on the model
can range from simplistic searches to very sophisticated algorithms based on advanced con-
cepts such as symbolic execution[23], data �ow analysis[24], model checking[25] and abstract
interpretation[26].

Since the analyzing mechanisms are used on a model of the program and not directly on the
program false positives and false negatives, described in section 3.3, arise because the model
is rarely exact. �e model of the program can o�en be either an over-approximation or under
approximation. An exact model or an over-approximation is referred to as sound because it
captures all aspects of the behavior of the program. Analysis mechanisms with good coverage
will �nd the majority of true positives on these models but they will also tend to report false
positives. If the model is an under-approximation that fails to capture some relevant aspect
of the program, false negatives can occur.[27]
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3.3 False positives and false negatives

Since no static analysis tool can �nd all defects in a nontrivial program some of the defects
will be missed. �ese missed defects are identi�ed as false negatives. Furthermore, the tools
can report defects in the source code where there is no defect, called false positives. �e
four states a part of the source code can have regarding the reporting of tools are shown in
Figure 2. True positives (TP) are warnings that the tool generates on actual vulnerabilities.
False positives (FP) are warnings that the tool generates that are not vulnerabilities. False
negatives (FN) are vulnerabilities where a warning did not get generated by the tool even
though the source code is �awed and not secure. True negatives (TN) are safe source code
where the tool did not generate a warning.

Figure 2: Visualisation of source code classi�cation states.

Since the warnings generated by the tools can be false positives, they have to be inspected
manually to determine if the problem is real and requires further action. Due to the strong
inverse relationship between false positives and false negatives, this can result in a lot of work.
Tools that report more true positives also report an increased rate of false positives. On the
other hand, if the false positive reporting occurrence is kept low real defects will be missed
leading to a higher false negative rate. �e most e�ective tool is the one that �nds the right
balance within this trade-o�. Since so�ware developing companies work on di�erent types
of so�ware it is important to note that the most e�ective tool can di�er between companies
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based on their needs. �e real measure of a static analysis tool’s usefulness is whether it
can �nd a reasonable number of defects without overwhelming the developers with useless
reports.[28]

3.4 E�ectiveness Metrics for static analysis tools

A way to measure the e�ectiveness of static analysis tools, while taking the trade o� the tools
are exposed to into account, is using the harmonic mean of the tools precision and recall rate
as described in a book on information retrieval by Van Rijsbergen [29]. �is measure, called F-
Measure has been used in similar studies where static analysis tools have been compared and
evaluated. It is important to mention that precision and recall can vary a lot between defect
classes, even for a single tool. A static analysis tool that is good at detecting �aws within one
type of vulnerability is not necessarily good at �nding vulnerabilities of other types[28].

Precision: Precision is used to present the proportion of correctly identi�ed defects. It is cal-
culated by dividing the number of True Positives (TP) by the total number of warnings which
is derived by calculating the sum of TP and False Positives (FP).

TP

TP + FP
(1)

Recall: Recall is de�ned by the number of correct �ndings compared with the total number
of weaknesses within the given source code. It is calculated by dividing the number of TP by
the total number of weaknesses which is the sum of TP and False Negatives (FN).

TP

TP + FN
(2)

F-Measure: F-Measure is the harmonic mean of precision and recall.

2 × precision × recall
precision + recall

(3)

3.5 Roslyn analyzers

Previously the .NET compiler was a black box that generated an executable given the �le
paths of the source code. �is approach was changed in 2015 when Microso� introduced the
.NET Compiler Platform (Roslyn)[30]. Roslyn exposes the internals of the compiler through
a .NET Application Programming interface (API) and therefore it was not needed anymore
to duplicate compilers parsing logic as it was when developing static analysis tools. Analyz-
ers can be integrated into Visual Studio using the Roslyn API. Since developers can create
their analyzers or extend existing analyzers by using the Roslyn API, the analyzers are highly
modular which gives them an advantage over classic static analysis tools. Once new vulner-
abilities that are not covered in the analyzers are detected by other means the developers can
implement new checks to extend their analyzer functionality. �e analyzers analyze code at
build time, just like static code analysis tools, but they can also analyze the source code live
while the developer is typing. �is is convenient for developers since they potentially do not
have to run any separate security analysis as they can address warnings directly, once they
show up. �erefore Roslyn analyzers can be seen as an extension of classic static analysis
tools with potentially more usefulness, which is subject for investigation.
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4 Method

A common way to evaluate so�ware security tools, that has been used in all studies that are
presented in Section 2, is to measure di�erent tools against the same source code and then
compare the results. �is leads to several di�erent choices for the evaluation process. To
help with this process the assessment methodology presented by Dı́az and Bermejo[11] was
used. According to their methodology, three selections have to be considered before the test
execution. Tools selection, benchmark selection, and metric selection.

Since most of the earlier studies evaluating static analysis tools are focusing on the program-
ming languages Java and C it is interesting to try to broaden the spectrum of data collected
so far and provide insight into the current state of security analysis tools within a di�erent
programming language. �e other angle is that there are no evaluations of Roslyn Analyzers
that focus on security, leading to the decision to choose C# as the programming language for
the source code.

For the choice of analyzers, it is important to include tools that are commonly used as well as
tools that may not be as popular to give an overview of the current state of Roslyn Analyzers
for security. To help with identifying these analyzers the total downloads statistic on the
Nuget[31] homepage, which is a collection of Roslyn analyzers, was used. To limit the scope of
this study I decide to choose three analyzers from di�erent total download ranges. Ultimately
the Roslyn analyzers I choose are, Microso�.CodeAnalysis.FxCopAnalyzers with 2.907.196
total downloads, SecurityCodeScan with 215.429 total downloads and RoslynSecurityGuard
with 81.029 total downloads.

Regarding the source code to be chosen for the benchmark, two approaches seem possible.
�e source code could be taken from an open source project which would give a more appli-
cable real-life se�ing for evaluation of the tools, or the source code could come in the form
of a test suite from a more controlled source. Since the open source code would likely in-
troduce duplicate warnings that would have to be �ltered and the spectrum of the type of
vulnerabilities is completely unknown and a test suite would give a more controlled environ-
ment I decide to use the la�er approach. According to Gray[32] a benchmark should have the
following characteristics.

• It should have a cost that is comparable to the value of the results which in practice can
be hard to measure and is very subjective.

• A benchmark for vulnerability detection tools should report similar results when the
tools are run more than once.

• It must be portable and should allow the comparison of di�erent tools in a given domain.

• For reporting relevant results, a benchmark must represent a realistic set of vulnerabil-
ities and it should be scalable.

• A benchmark should be able to run with di�erent tools without the need to con�gure
the tools.

• Finally a benchmark must be as easy to implement and run as possible which in practice
is a subjective criterion.

�e SAMATE project, that has also been used in all studies presented in the previous work
introduced in Section 2, ful�lls the requirements for a benchmark and is therefore chosen as
the supplier of controlled source code. Since at the time of writing this paper (May 2019)
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SAMATE only provides one test suit for the C# language, the C# Vulnerability Test Suite
was chosen. �e suite consists of 32.003 tests within 9 vulnerability categories considered by
CWE. In some of the categories both Good and Bad �les are included. �e Bad �les are true
vulnerabilities while the Good �les are safe but could be interpreted falsely by so�ware secu-
rity tools as a vulnerability and lead to false positives. Since the distribution of vulnerabilities
over the categories was very uneven and some categories only consisted of one Bad �le, sev-
eral categories are removed from the suite and are not part of this study. �is choice is made
because the results would not have been statistically signi�cant with a one case scenario and
the F-Measure would be misleading with no false positive scenarios. A�er the downsizing,
four categories with test cases remained with a case distribution as shown in Table 1.

Table 1 : Distribution of test cases among the vulnerability categories.
CWE ID Type Good Bad Total
CWE-078 OS Command Injection 642 1.278 1.920
CWE-089 SQL Injection 8.340 12.780 21.120
CWE-091 XML Injection 3.204 2.556 5.760
CWE-327 Broken or Risky Cryptographic Algorithm 4 4 8

�e metrics chosen to evaluate the performance of the tools will be the metrics presented in
Section 3.5, namely Precision, Recall, and F-Measure. �ese are the metrics that are commonly
used when evaluating security analysis tools and are used in related works from Section 2
such as the SATE report [7] or Dı́az and Bermejo study on static analysis[11] and gives me
the possibility to compare my results with the results from similar studies.

4.1 Data Collection

To collect the data reliably several factors have to be considered. No other warnings than
security issues should be counted. Duplicate warnings should be �ltered out if necessary as
to not contaminate the data. Each tool should be tested separately against each vulnerability
where the distinction between Good and Bad source code has to be made. �is is to be able
to distinguish True Positives from False Positives. �is results in a data set that has two
values per tool and category resulting in twenty-four distinct values for analysis. �e resulting
format of the collected data for one vulnerability is shown in Figure 2.

Table 2 : Template of the data gathered per vulnerability.
CWE ID Tool Good Warnings Bad Warnings
CWE-SAMPLE Tool A Value Value
CWE-SAMPLE Tool B Value Value
CWE-SAMPLE Tool C Value Value

4.2 Data Analysis

To analyze the data the generally accepted metrics presented in Section 3.5 are calculated
with the data gathered as described in Section 4.2. �e results are then presented in tables
and �gures. �e Roslyn analyzers for security can then be compared with each other but also
against classical static analysis tools from other studies.
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5 Results

To create a platform for testing Roslyn Analyzers Visual Studio 2017 is installed with the .NET
Core extension and a project is created. While downloading the C# Vulnerability Test Suite it
becomes obvious that there is no easy way to distinguish the Bad �les from the Good �les or
even what category the tests belong to so all test case �les are downloaded from the homepage
with a Python script that sorts the �les into folders corresponding to the type and category of
the vulnerability �les. All the source �les are loaded into the project while preserving the �le
tree to easily distinguish the �les. All required libraries for the �les are added to the project
and then the program is compiled which results in a lot of warnings. �e project is then
trimmed to exclude all irrelevant warnings at compilation. �is is necessary to get clean data
without any sort of warnings from other sources than security vulnerability warnings from
the analyzers. Within Visual Studio generated warnings have a corresponding identi�cation
of the form AA0000 where the le�ers stand for the analyzer that generated the warning and
the numbers serve to separate the di�erent warnings from the analyzer. �e warnings added
to the �lter are CS0618, CS0162, CA1031, CA1801, CA1707, CA1305 and CA1824 which are
interfering warnings that are not considered security-related warnings. A�er that, each tool
is installed separately and run against the Good and Bad test cases individually for each of
the four vulnerability categories. �is is done by excluding every folder that is not currently
tested and then compile the program. �e amount of generated warnings are then recorded
and saved into a spreadsheet.

�e data acquired is presented in Table 3 and shows that no analyzer �nds any vulnerabilities
of the OS Command Injection (CWE-078) type. Within the SQL Injection (CWE-089) vulner-
ability type both RoslynSecurityGuard (RSG) and FxCopAnalyzer (FCA) detect �aws but also
generate false positives. Only the RoslynSecurityGuard detects vulnerabilities of the XML
Injection (CWE-091) type. All three analyzers detect the Cryptographic (CWE-327) vulner-
abilities without generating false positives. As can be seen the SecurityCodeScan (SCS) has
problems detecting vulnerabilities except for the cryptographic ones even though the tool
speci�cally lists that vulnerabilities CWE-78 and CWE-89 are covered by the analyzer.[33]

Table 3 : Found warnings for each tool per category and nature.
Roslyn Analyzer CWE-ID Bad Found Bad Total Good Found Good Total

RSG

CWE-078 0 1.278 0 642
CWE-089 2484 12.780 892 8.340
CWE-091 2484 2.556 892 3.204
CWE-327 4 4 0 4

SCS

CWE-078 0 1.278 0 642
CWE-089 0 12.780 0 8.340
CWE-091 0 2.556 0 3.204
CWE-327 4 4 0 4

FCA

CWE-078 0 1.278 0 642
CWE-089 2.805 12.780 3.810 8.340
CWE-091 0 2.556 0 3.204
CWE-327 4 4 0 4

�e data gathered is then used to summarize the occurrence of false positives, true positives,
false negatives and true negatives per vulnerability type. �ese values are then used to calcu-
late the Precision, Recall and F-Measure for each vulnerability type according to the formulas
presented in Section 3.5. Table 4 shows the results of the calculation for vulnerability OS
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command injection (CWE-078). Since none of the analyzers detects any vulnerabilities of this
type the Precision, Recall and F-Measure are all zero.

Table 4 : Precision, Recall and F-Measure for OS command injection vulnerabilities.
Tool CWE-ID TP FP TN FN Precision Recall F-Measure
RSG CWE-078 0 0 642 1.278 0 0 0
SCS CWE-078 0 0 642 1.278 0 0 0
FCA CWE-078 0 0 642 1.278 0 0 0

For the next vulnerability category SQL injection (CWE-089), shown in Table 5, both RoslynSe-
curityGuard and FxCopAnalyzer detect vulnerabilities but to a low degree, resulting in a Re-
call of 19% and 22% respectively. �is means that they only detect roughly 20% of the actual
vulnerabilities. �ere is a distinct di�erence in the precision of the two tools. Any �aw de-
tected by FxCopAnalyzer has a 42% chance to be a true positive detection while for RoslynSe-
curityGuard it is a 74% chance. �is means that RoslynSecurityGuard reports a lesser amount
of false positives while being almost as e�cient as FxCopAnalyzer. �is is re�ected by the
F-Measure being slightly higher for RoslynSecurityGuard despite the lower recall. Security-
CodeScan does not �nd any vulnerabilities resulting in a score of 0.

Table 5 : Precision, Recall and F-Measure for SQL injection vulnerabilities.
Tool CWE-ID TP FP TN FN Precision Recall F-Measure
RSG CWE-089 2.484 892 7.448 10.296 0.74 0.19 0.3
SCS CWE-089 0 0 8.340 12.780 0 0 0
FCA CWE-089 2.805 3.810 4.530 9.975 0.42 0.22 0.29

�e next category of vulnerability that is examined is the XML injection (CWE-091) category.
Table 6 shows that RoslynSecurityGuard scores high in this category of �aws, detecting 97% of
the vulnerabilities with a 74% chance of the detected �aw being a true positive. �is resulted
in a 0.84 score for e�ectiveness. None of the other two analyzers generate any warnings
resulting in 0 scores.

Table 6 : Precision, Recall and F-Measure for XML injection vulnerabilities.
Tool CWE-ID TP FP TN FN Precision Recall F-Measure
RSG CWE-091 2.484 892 2.312 72 0.74 0.97 0.84
SCS CWE-091 0 0 3.204 2.556 0 0 0
FCA CWE-091 0 0 3.204 2.556 0 0 0

In the last category of vulnerabilities, being broken or risky cryptographic algorithms (CWE-
327), all the analyzers correctly identify all the �aws without reporting any false positives.
�is results in the highest score possible for all the analyzers as shown in Table 7.

Table 7 : Precision, Recall and F-Measure for broken or risky cryptographic algoritms.
Tool CWE-ID TP FP TN FN Precision Recall F-Measure
RSG CWE-327 4 0 4 0 1 1 1
SCS CWE-327 4 0 4 0 1 1 1
FCA CWE-327 4 0 4 0 1 1 1
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To get an overall summary of the e�ectiveness of the tools against the C# Vulnerability Test
Suite provided by SAMATE the Precision mean and Recall mean is used to calculate a new
F-Measure. As shown in Table 8 RoslynSecurityGuard receives the highest overall score of
the three tools with an F-Measure of 0.58. SecurityCodeScan scores an overall F-Measure of
0.33 and FxCopAnalyzer gets the lowest score with a 0.25 F-measure.

Table 8 : Precision, Recall and F-Measure Summary

Tool Precision
(mean)

Recall
(mean)

F-Measure
(total)

RSG 0.62 0.54 0.58
SCS 0.25 0.25 0.25
FCA 0.36 0.31 0.33

None of the analyzers can detect all of the vulnerabilities of the downsized C# Vulnerability
Test Suite. �ey are all e�ective in identifying the cryptographic weaknesses (CWE-327) but
all analyzers fail to detect vulnerabilities from one or more of the other categories entirely.
RoslynSecurityGuard does not report any vulnerabilities in the OS command injection (CWE-
078) category, FxCopAnalyzer does not report any vulnerabilities for the vulnerability cate-
gories OS command injection (CWE-078) and XML injection (CWE-091) and SecurityCodeS-
can does not report any vulnerabilities for categories OS command injection (CWE-078), SQL
injection (CWE-089) and XML injection (CWE-091). In terms of coverage, RoslynSecurity-
Guard performs best and detects vulnerabilities in three out of the four categories.

6 Discussion

When it comes to comparing the performance of Roslyn analyzers between the analyzers
themselves the results of the tests that have been made show that there is a variation re-
garding the performance of di�erent Roslyn analyzers for security purposes in terms of how
many vulnerabilities are detected per vulnerability category and the calculated F-Measure.
�is di�erence in measured performance is in line with the �ndings within related studies
such as the SATE report[7] or the work of Albreiki and Mahmoud[9] where static analysis
tools have been investigated. While the RoslynSecurityGuard with an F-Measure score of 0.58
performs comparably to classic static analysis tools as investigated in the work of Dı́az and
Bermejo[11], where the F-Measure score ranged from 0.547 to 0.839, the SecurityCodeScan
detected no vulnerabilities except for the type CWE-327. Since the makers of SecurityCodeS-
can claim that the tool can detect at least vulnerabilities of the type CWE-078 and CWE-089
it could be that the test suite is not covering all speci�c �aws for vulnerabilities of these types
and that SecurityCodeScan only covers those or that their claim was false. Nonetheless, Se-
curityCodeScan misses all �aws of type CWE-078 and CWE-089 which a developer reading
their coverage information would expect to be detected. FxCopAnalyzer also misses all vul-
nerabilities of type CWE-078 and CWE-91 even though the tool should be able to detect them.
As with SecurityCodeScan it could be that the analyzer covers �aws not represented in the
test suite but misses the ones that were represented. RoslynSecurityGuard manages to detect
�aws from 3 of 4 categories and has the best coverage of the analyzers investigated. Since no
analyzer detects any OS command injection �aws from category CWE-078 it could be that
the tests of this type are �awed or no longer relevant and therefore not included in any of the
analyzers latest versions. �e analyzer with the lowest popularity and the least total down-
loads, RoslynSecurityGuard, has the best performance in the tests conducted which implies
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that analyzers with lower popularity can outperform more popular analyzers.

When comparing the performance of Roslyn analyzers versus classic static analysis tools the
overall F-Measure of the Roslyn analyzers that are evaluated in this study range from 0.33
to 0.58. In comparison, the overall F-Measure of static analysis tools presented in the work
of Dı́az and Bermejo[11] range from 0.547 to 0.839. �is shows a signi�cant di�erence in
measured performance between the two types of tools and could suggest that Roslyn ana-
lyzers might not be up to par with classic static analysis tools yet. To be able to verify this
assumption, a larger amount of Roslyn analyzers would have to be investigated. Also, the test
suites used for c++ and java would have to be ported to C# to make sure the suites are equiv-
alent. Since Dı́az and Bermejo used test suits for the java and c++ languages and investigated
more vulnerability categories than this study a direct comparison of the F-Measure values is
impossible.

While working with the C# test suite it becomes apparent that it is mainly focused on injection
vulnerabilities. �e fact that some of the evaluated analyzers do not �nd any �aws in the
categories suggests that the test suite might not cover some vulnerabilities that analyzers
would have been able to detect and might, therefore, be incomplete or simply outdated. To
be able to compare di�erent analyzers developers need reliable test suites that try to cover all
vulnerabilities for the language they are wri�en in and are up to date. In the time of writing
(May 2019) this is not the case for the C# test suite. �e suit is not easy to use either since
the standard download �le does not categorize and name �les in an e�cient way that makes
it easy to distinguish between �les and use them for analysis. �erefore an own script to
download and sort the data has to be wri�en which seems unnecessary and should have been
the responsibility of the creators of the test suite themselves.

6.1 Limitations

With only three Roslyn analyzers evaluated instead of all analyzers available it is important to
note that the results do not have full coverage and interpretation of the data is therefore bound
to be incomplete but can give an initial view over the subject to facilitate further investigation.
�ere might also be other test suites available that I missed but could potentially be be�er
suited to evaluate Roslyn analyzers. Since only four vulnerability categories are included in
the scope of this study it is impossible to measure the analyzers real overall performance
when it comes to identifying security vulnerabilities of all types and therefore results should
be interpreted on a case basis rather than the analyzers true overall performance.

6.2 Conclusion and Recommendations

Since two of the analyzers are not generating warnings for two or more of the vulnerability
categories and there are only four categories in total and it is not possible to tell if the analyzers
are at fault or the test suite itself without further investigation, this study is inconclusive.
�e calculated results provide too li�le information to make a comparison between the three
analyzers useful. Even a direct comparison between Roslyn analyzers and classical static
analysis tools is not reliable since only the RoslynSecurityGuard can potentially be included
in the comparison since the reason for the low performance of the other two analyzers needs
to be investigated �rst. One thing that is veri�ed, is that the analyzers when they generate
warnings within the same category, can vary in how many warnings they generate and also
how many false positives they generate. Further, it is possible that Roslyn analyzers with
lower popularity can outperform more popular analyzers within vulnerability categories and
even overall.
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For developers thinking about implementing Roslyn security analyzers into their security
development cycle and developers already using Roslyn security analyzers, I want to recom-
mend to try di�erent analyzers to see which one performs be�er on their projects or if there
is no actual project yet, their type of project that is to be implemented. It is also worth it to
try less popular analyzers as they might generate be�er results. Once there are larger and
more controlled security test suites available for C# it can be more advantageous to use those
instead when trying to decide which analyzer to use.

For fellow researchers, I want to recommend to not use the SAMATE C# test suite for further
investigations into this subject unless the test suite actively gets worked over and starts to
include more vulnerability types. If the SAMATE Juliet Testsuite in the future gets converted
to C# I would recommend using that suite for comparative research because the comparison
between classical static analysis tools and Roslyn analyzers will be more accurate since a lot
of studies in the �eld use the Juliet Testsuite.

6.3 Future Work

Even tho this study is inconclusive it opens up an important topic for discussion. Security
is ge�ing more important but we do not seem to have the means to e�ectively and quickly
evaluate and test security analyzing so�ware for all programming languages. �is makes it
hard for developers to choose which tool they want to use but it also makes it more di�cult
for the developers of these types of tools to test their coverage. In the future, we might want to
establish a full coverage up to date database including complete test suites for all languages
to make our so�ware more secure overall and worldwide. On a smaller scale, it would be
bene�cial to at least create a complete test suite for the C# language that covers all aspects of
security, which would make it possible to repeat this study and generate results that can be
used to conclude on.

Another way to build on this study would be to repeat the study on an open source project.
When using that approach it will be really important to classify the warnings generated cor-
rectly to be able to compare the obtained results with the results from other studies.

Once there are be�er means of evaluating Roslyn analyzers it could be interesting to investi-
gate how the performance of analyzers is e�ected by adding own packages to the analyzers
that cover vulnerabilities that the analyzers miss. Furthermore, it could be bene�cial to in-
vestigate the overhead the analyzers potentially create when ge�ing too bulky.
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